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MAKE THE JOURNEY WORTHWHILE
The LAGOON ANC opens up a new world where perfect sound and technical intelligence meet. Simply sit 
back and enjoy soothing silence or immerse yourself in music, films or audio books. What makes the 
LAGOON ANC unique is that whether Active Noise Cancelling is activated or not it still sounds excellent.

EXCELLENT ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING
What could be better than travelling and discovering the most exciting corners of the world? Through 
digital Active Noise Cancelling with hybrid technology the journey to your dream destination will also be 
much more relaxing. Two adjustable intensity levels block out disturbing ambient noise, and all of that 
without having to sacrifice an excellent sound experience.
The sound demonstration is for illustrative purposes only. Deviations from the actual product performance 
are possible. 

EXCELLENT SOUND WITH AND WITHOUT ANC
The LAGOON ANC offers the best in Bluetooth® transmission thanks to the latest audio codecs such as 
Qualcomm® aptX™, aptX™ Low Latency and AAC. Whether it's on an Android or iOS device you can look 
forward to exceptional sound quality. Even with the ANC deactivated or the cable plugged in, the LAGOON 
ANC sounds excellent.

UP TO 45H BATTERY LIFE
On top of that, the headphones have a battery life of up to 45 hours without ANC or 24.4 with it.

SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
For the clearest speech intelligibility the LAGOON ANC utilises Qualcomm® cVc™. Integrated voice 
prompts are available in both German and English. Nothing gets in the way of calling the folks back home, 
wherever you happen to be.

MOSAYC. ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Our sense of hearing is unique and changes over the course of our lives. Like a mosaic, some pieces of the 
sound picture get lost or they fade. The unique MOSAYC sound personalization by Mimi Defined™ 
compensates exactly this development and adjusts itself precisely to your hearing ability.

LIGHT GUIDE SYSTEM
Different coloured lights on the inside of the headphones help you to operate them. Simply take them off 
for a moment and glance at the colour for the current status of the battery level and Bluetooth® 
connection, or even to see which sides are left and right. While you wear the headphones, nobody around 
you will be disturbed by a flashing or lit status light.

COMPACT STORAGE
For easy transport, you can rotate the ear cups and fold them together. This way they can be stowed away 
in the convenient hard case, leaving the LAGOON ANC well protected as a compact companion.

YOUR PERSONAL ASSISTANT

BEYERDYNAMIC LAGOON ANC 
EXPLORER

Šifra: 13557
Kategorija prozivoda: Wireless Slušalice
Proizvođač: Beyerdynamic

Cena: 47.880,00  rsd
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By pressing the centre of the Lagoon ANC touchpad for approx. 2 seconds, you can activate the personal 
assistant on your smartphone or tablet (for example Siri® or Google Assistant™).

HIGH-QUALITY MATERIAL AND A HIGH LEVEL OF COMFORT
The comfortable design of the LAGOON ANC makes it the perfect companion. The circumaural cushioning 
made of high-quality memory foam and artificial leather is soft to the touch and follows the anatomy of the 
ear, making it extremely comfortable to wear. This creates a very effective over-ear seal and reduces 
ambient noise even without ANC. The high-quality spring steel headband sits comfortably on top of your 
head. Not too tight, but secure.

EASY TO USE
The touch panel on the right earpiece guarantees effortless use with the touch of a finger. Learn more 
about the features.

TECHNICAL DATA
OPERATING PRINCIPLE
Closed
TRANSMISSION TYPE
Wireless via Bluetooth®
REMOTE
Without Remote
NOMINAL IMPEDANCE HEADPHONES
20 ohms
WEIGHT HEADPHONES WITHOUT CABLE
283 g
BATTERY RUNTIME
Up to 45 hours
BATTERY RUNTIME WITH ANC
Up to 24.5 hours
HEADPHONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
10 - 30.000 Hz
SUPPORTED BLUETOOTH PROFILES
A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP, SPP
CODECS
aptX™ LL, aptX™, AAC, SBC

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


